REDU CI N G FRAUD IN GA M ING
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WINTER DREAMS

CHALLENGE:
MANAGING FRAUD

The gaming industry faces significant
challenges from a security and fraud
reduction perspective: helping safeguard
both guests and employees, protecting
critical assets, and striving to gather
intelligence and data to prevent major
breaches and fraud. Stringent regulations
must also be followed to maintain the
integrity of operations. With large amounts
of individuals on premises at any given
time and large amounts of money changing
hands, a casino environment is home to a
wide variety of business burdens. Security
and risk mitigation strategies are critical
to helping maintain a safe and consistent
experience for guests.
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ELEVATE INTELLIGENCE
Casino surveillance departments leverage video technology to efficiently gather data to effectively address
threats and fraud in real-time, and it is a critical tool that allows operators to review and investigate events
quickly and efficiently. When used to augment the capabilities of personnel on the floor, video footage
delivers an accurate picture of what occurred at any given time, allowing security managers to achieve high
levels of safety while building proactive risk mitigation programs and practices.
Video is not an optional tool for many casinos. Specific regulatory requirements govern the use of
surveillance, and although these vary depending on specific regions and the type of casino (i.e., Native
American vs. Las Vegas facilities), compliance with various features such as time synchronization of video
playback are enforced. Two mandatory regulatory requirements shared across all jurisdictions within the
gaming industry are full frame rate and complete failover.
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WINTER DREAMS

CHALLENGE:
IDENTIFYING FRAUD
Half of the battle of reducing theft is
understanding the drivers behind fraudulent
behavior. For example, how does the behavior
of a criminal differ from that of a legitimate
guest? Surveillance teams spend a significant
amount of time trying to differentiate
between the two. Big Data analysis and
intelligence gathering is a critical component
of limiting fraud and elevating the customer
experience.
In the casino market, video is a valuable
tool in driving business intelligence. As the
amount of data captured each day increases
exponentially, operators can leverage
intelligent applications, such as video
analytics, to help make sense of this growing
vat of data. Once mined, raw data is then
transformed into intelligence to help reduce
fraud, increase customer service or develop
proactive marketing programs.
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INTELLIGENT
STRATEGIES
In today’s ever-changing risk environment, it
is not uncommon for major casinos to have
thousands of surveillance cameras. Highresolution models are often deployed at
gaming tables and cash-handling areas, while
panoramic cameras deliver comprehensive
views of large, high-profile areas.
Surveillance cameras that capture wide
fields-of-view are highly valuable in gaming
as it reduces the number of cameras required
to monitor a single table — leading to cost
savings in infrastructure and installation.
An enterprise-grade video management
system allows surveillance teams to easily
manage and monitor the hundreds of cameras
deployed across the gaming floor. Critical
features such as failover and redundancy
enable optimized viewing and help casinos
avoid system failures and downtime.
Advanced tools, such as casino floor map
displays and POS, access control and other
third-party integrations, are also in demand.

As the amount of data
captured each day
increases
exponentially,
casinos seek to
leverage video data to
reduce fraud and boost
business intelligence.
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SOLUTION:
SECURITY INTELLIGENCE
Casinos across the globe look to intelligence video surveillance solutions and security management platforms
to help reduce fraud, control liability issues and ensure customer expectations of safety are met. It is
important for casinos to choose a technolgoy partner that understands the specific challenges in this market
to help develop comprehensive migration plans and introduce innovations to senior leadership.
Open platform surveillance technologies ensure fraud reduction programs and strategies are maximized
while ensuring scalability into the future. By combining surveillance cameras and video management systems
with intelligent tools such as video analytics and other third-party devices, surveillance teams can focus on
mitigating fraud while ensuring compliance with gaming regulations.
With intuitive user interfaces, surveillance teams can easily realize a wide range of features and benefits
without costly and time-intensive training sessions, enabling casinos to focus on proactive fraud reduction
strategies.
Overall, security intelligence allows casinos to realize new levels of situational awareness. Operators can
leverage video surveillance and intelligent tools to gather a wide variety of data points to elevate the
customer experience while allowing surveillance teams to reduce the chance of loss on the gaming floor.
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For more information, please visit www.pelco.com or call (800) 289-9100 (United States and
Canada) or +1 (559) 292-1981 (international). For pricing information or to purchase Pelco
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